Gary Steigman
February 23, 1941 - April 9, 2017

Gary Steigman, age 76, passed away Sunday, April 9, 2017 in Columbus OH. Preceded in
death by his parents, Charles and Pearl Steigman and sister, Leslie Bayor. He is survived
by his wife and partner of 37 years, Sueli Viegas; step-daughter Cibele Aldrovandi and
step-son Leonardo Aldrovandi, both from Brazil.
Professor Steigman was a widely recognized international scholar. He is considered to be
one of the founding fathers of astroparticle physics, and among his contributions helped
establish the matter-antimatter asymmetry of the universe, and first opened the door for
the marriage between early universe cosmology and grand unified theories of elementary
particle physics.
He taught at Yale, Cambridge, Stanford, Cal Tech, and most significantly, Ohio State
University, where he spent the larger part of his career and was a Distinguished
Professor of Mathematical and Physical Sciences. Professor Steigman was also a visiting
scholar in Astro-Physics and Cosmology throughout universities in both Europe and
Brazil, and Professor Emeritus in the Physics and Astronomy Departments.

Funeral services will be held at 2 PM on Sunday, April 16, 2017 at the EPSTEIN
MEMORIAL CHAPEL, 3232 E. Main St., Columbus, OH. In lieu of flowers, donations are
preferred in his memory to: WWF - World Wildlife Fund.

Comments

“

A webcast video has been added.

Epstein Memorial Chapel - April 16, 2017 at 12:56 PM

“

Meu amigo um irmão companheiro risonho e de bem com a vida sua risada vai me
fazer falta você vai estar sempre presente vou tomar uma caipirinha em Ubatuba em
sua homenagem, não vou prantear sua ida talvez comemore com lágrimas mas com
certeza vou comemorar a vida , que bom que te conheci

Gino di Ricco Jr. - April 16, 2017 at 12:18 PM

“

We have enjoyed the company of Gary and Sueli for many years and will miss him
dearly. Gary loved physics and made enormous contributions to cosmology. He also
love good company, travel and Sueli. We will miss him as a friend, raconteur, and
fellow New Yorker.
Bill and Frauke

William F Palmer - April 14, 2017 at 09:27 AM

“

Gary Steigman was a well-loved member of the Physics community at Ohio State
University. I always enjoyed my conversations with him even though I did not
understand the physics. Even as an emeritus professor he remained actively
pursuing the frontiers of science. He will be missed by so many people in Columbus,
myself among them. Please know of my deepest sympathy.
Shelley Palmer
Executive Assistant to the Chair
Department of Physics

Shelley Palmer - April 12, 2017 at 04:11 PM

“

Gary was one my first collaborators in physics.
When I began working with Dave Schramm as a student in 1978, he put me on a
project
that he started with Gary. This was the start of a collaboration that lasted 22 years.
I am very proud of the work we did together. I will certainly
miss our discussions and our arguments.
I will miss him as friend, colleague and collaborator.
Keith Olive and Silvana
Minneapolis

Keith Olive - April 11, 2017 at 08:17 PM

“

Gary has been a colleague and a friend ever since I arrived at Ohio State in 1989. I have
learned a great deal from my many discussions with Gary. He will be sorely missed.
Stuart Raby - April 14, 2017 at 01:36 PM

